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A stunning Grade-II listed venue,
The Great Hall and contemporary
Van Gogh Reception Room can
host up to 600 guests in the City
“The Dutch Hall’s Great Hall
was the perfect setting for our
evening reception... “ Hiscox

 0203 375 2558
 info@limone.events
7 Austin Friars EC2N 2HA

“We are very happy with how the whole event went and...
really appreciated your help throughout...” Deutsche Bank
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Available for event hire in the City
Located in the very heart of the
Square Mile, The Dutch Hall may
be hired for events, private parties,
conferences, meetings, corporate
dining, weddings and more.

Unique Event space
in the Square Mile

The Great Hall features tall
stained glass windows and soaring
ceilings. A stunning backdrop for
dinners, presentations, weddings,
receptions, exhibitions and more.
(capacity 380 standing, 200 theatre
style, 180 seated)
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A beautifully renovated church
in the heart of the Square Mile,
there has been a Dutch Church in
London on this site since 1550.

“Thanks very much for all your
help with yesterday’s event. The
entire process was very smooth...”
The 125 - Financial Times
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“Paolo and his team guaranteed the smooth running of the
event... We would 100% recommend the Dutch Hall as a unique
City venue.” Social Stock Exchange

The Van Gogh Reception Room (above) is contemporary and
open-plan with lots of natural daylight. Ideal for meetings, conferences and
pre- or post-dinner receptions. Outdoor courtyard available in summer.

KL Total guest capacity 600 standing on both floors, 180 seated
uv Minutes from Moorgate, Liverpool St* and Bank* stations

(capacity 200 standing, 100 theatre, 80 seated)

The Library (below) is the smallest event space, for meetings or more
intimate lunches and dinners. (capacity 26 standing, 18 theatre, 12 seated)
,

Event spaces may be hired individually or in combination



  Fully equipped modern kitchen
“Thank you so much... The event was faultless and everyone had an
excellent time...” CAPCO

 WiFi throughout with state of the art AV facilities

  Reception foyer and cloakroom
  Brand new restrooms

* 24h Night Tube service scheduled for Central Line Sept 2016
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“We held a product launch at The
Dutch Hall for roughly 200 people
and could not have been happier...
brilliantly managed...” DueDil

